
 
 

 

QUEST FOR THE ANTARCTIC CIRCLE  
20 JANUARY – 30 JANUARY 2018  

10 NIGHTS / 11 DAYS 
 
 

INCLUDES FLIGHTS TO PORT STANLEY RETURNING FROM KING GEORGE ISLAND  
 

 
This exciting new Antarctic expedition provides a modern twist 
on a much-loved classic. Utilizing our decades of experience 
exploring Antarctica, we have designed a new voyage allowing 
us to reach our objective of the Antarctic Circle in just 11 days. 
On the way south, we enjoy eight days of off-ship exploration 
along the Antarctic Peninsula, visiting a large number of landing 
sites and cruising among the ice floes in our Zodiac boats. We 
use our time efficiently, by embarking in the port of Stanley - 
the quaint capital of the Falkland Islands. Crossing south to 
Antarctica we witness the magnificent pelagic seabirds of the 
southern region, including the giant Wandering albatross. This 
ocean habitat teems with life above and below the water and is 
a fascinating ecosystem in its own right.  
 
We navigate the ship south, hoping to reach the Antarctic Circle 
in the vicinity of Detaille Island. Returning to the north, we aim 
to visit several classic locations such as Petermann Island, and 
the iceberg ‘graveyard’ at Pleneau Island. We transit the 
Lemaire Channel if ice conditions permit and make continental 
landings at Paradise Harbour or nearby Neko Harbour. Both locations offer outstanding hiking opportunities. 
Each day we explore on shore by foot, observing wildlife colonies, visiting historic huts and science bases, 
photographing icebergs and soaking up the incredible landscapes that surround us. The adventure is not over 
and we complete our voyage with visits to several locations in the South Shetland Islands, including 
Deception Island. We disembark the ship at King George Island and fly back to South America in just two 
hours – saving more than two days crossing the open waters of the Drake Passage. For a relatively short 
voyage, this trip packs a serious punch and offers fantastic scenery, wildlife, historic and scientific interest. 
 
As with all our expeditions, safety is our top priority. For that reason, weather, ice or other conditions may 
require us to change our itinerary and shore excursions as we go but that is half the fun of Polar exploring. 
Predictability is a word that has no relevance in this environment. 
 
    
Day By Day Expedition Itinerary 

Day 1 / Punta Arenas, Chile to Port Stanley, Falkland Islands  
 
Our journey commences this morning in the southern Chilean city of Punta Arenas. We meet at a central 
location before transferring to the airport for our scheduled flight to Stanley in the Falkland Islands. (This flight 
is included in the price of your voyage). After a short 90-minute journey we are met on arrival and transferred 
to the pier.   
 
Stanley is currently home to just over 2,000 residents and is reminiscent of a rural town in coastal Britain. It is 
charming with brightly coloured houses, pretty flower-filled gardens, a quaint cathedral and several local pubs. 
The waterfront memorial, built to commemorate the lives of the servicemen lost during the Falklands War in 



 
 

 

the early 1980’s, is a sobering reminder of recent history. There is time to explore the town, before we make 
our way to the ship for embarkation. After settling in to our cabins and exploring the ship, we meet our 
expedition team and fellow passengers. Excitement is in the air as we enjoy a welcome cocktail, dinner and 
cast off, bound for Antarctica – and the adventure of a lifetime. 
 
Days 2 - 3 / At sea towards Antarctica 
  
We chart a southerly course for Antarctica. This stretch of the South Atlantic is rich in its bio-diversity and 
showcases an abundance of wildlife. We will be joined by hundreds of seabirds including the wandering 
albatross. Giant petrels and smaller Cape petrels are also constant companions as make our way south. 
Photographing these magnificent birds from the deck of the ship takes patience and skill and our photography 
expert will be on hand to show you the best techniques. Join the ship’s Captain on the bridge and learn about 
the operations of our modern research vessel. Throughout the day our onboard experts educate us with a 
series of presentations about the environment, the wildlife and history and the locations we hope to visit in the 
coming days.  
 
If we enjoy good sailing conditions crossing to Antarctica, we may include a visit to the very historic location of 
Elephant Island – a place central to the Shackleton story. It is from here that Shackleton and four of his 
companions set off on their epic ocean crossing to South Georgia 100 years ago. Shore landings at Point Wild 
are notoriously tricky due to surging swell onto the rocky beach. Nevertheless, this a thrilling place to visit.  
 
Day 4 - 5 / King George Island and Antarctic Peninsula 
 
This morning we are in position at King George Island – the largest in the South Shetlands group. There are 
two landing sites here and a visit depends on the prevailing weather conditions. Penguin Island and nearby 
Turret Point offer good opportunities for shore landings to view Adelie, chinstrap and gentoo penguins. 
Southern giant petrels, kelp gulls and Antarctic terns are also known to nest here. This afternoon we continue 
our journey south, navigating into the broad expanse of the Bransfield Straight – making our way ever closer 
to the Antarctic coastline. This is an important migration corridor for wildlife and we keep a lookout for whales 
in the waters surrounding the ship. Large icebergs will be present from this point onwards and make for 
striking photographs in the evening light. By morning, the towering mountain peaks of the Antarctic continent 
loom into view and we should make landfall around Wilhelmina Bay. This is truly an ‘A-list’ location and a 
place we often encounter sizeable pods of humpback whales. We navigate under the towering cliffs of Spigot 
Peak and into the Errera Channel hoping for a shore landing at Cuverville Island – home to a rookery of 
Gentoo penguins. It’s a fantastic location for a Zodiac cruise or a paddle in the sea kayaks.  
 
Day 6 - 8 / Towards the Antarctic Circle and Gerlache Coastline 
 
We encourage you to spend time on the outer decks soaking up the scenery as we navigate south. We pass 
through the ice strewn waters making our way towards out ultimate objective, the Antarctic Circle. Given 
favorable ice conditions, our first goal will be to sail south of the Antarctic Circle and into Crystal Sound. A 
favored landing site here is Detaille Island, home to an abandoned British science hut from the 1950’s. 
 
This vicinity marks our turnaround point and from now on, we return in a northerly direction exploring the 
dramatic coastline of the Antarctic Peninsula. We hope to visit a working scientific base to learn something of 
the important climate-related research happening here. A hike over the snowy saddle of nearby Winter Island 
allows us to stretch our legs and explore a historic British Antarctic Survey hut. If the conditions are right, we 
aim to offer our overnight camping program to all adventurers somewhere in this vicinity. We have all the gear 
onboard and an experienced team to make this a night to remember!  
 
Petermann Island is home to an Adelie penguin rookery. Adelies - the smallest of the Antarctic penguins nest 
here and share the location with Gentoo penguins and Imperial cormorants. The view to the north of Mount 



 
 

 

Shackleton and Mount Scott is impressive. These towering granite sentinels mark the southern entrance to 
the nearby Lemaire Channel. Pleneau Island offers more opportunities for shore landings. Just off shore, 
massive icebergs run a round in the shallows. Constant wind and wave action sculpt these gargantuan 
chunks of ice into fantastic shapes, revealing more shades of blue than you can possibly imagine. For many, 
a Zodiac cruise here may well be a highlight of the voyage.      
 
Days 9 - 10 / Antarctic Peninsula and South Shetland Islands 
 
We aim to transit the Lemaire Channel on our way north towards Paradise Harbour. This may be the first 
opportunity to step foot on the continent of Antarctica itself. Nearby Neko Harbour offers another continental 
landing. Both locations offer terrific hiking opportunities up to panoramic view points. For the sea kayakers, 
the paddling opportunities here are endless. Expect to be in full sensory overload by this time of the voyage.   
 
By morning we arrive in the South Shetland Islands. The adventure is not over and if the weather conditions 
allow, we sail the ship into the flooded volcanic caldera at Deception Island. This is a very dramatic place and 
history is all around us as we explore the old whaling station, with the rusted old boilers and dilapidated 
wooden huts. At the far end of the beach is an old aircraft hangar. This is where Australian, Sir Hubert Wilkins 
made the very first flight in Antarctica in 1928. There is also an outstanding hike here, high up onto the rim of 
the crater.  
 
On a sunny day, cruising along the coast of Livingston Island is a memorable experience. There are several 
other landing sites in the vicinity including Half Moon Island, or the broad pebbly beach at Yankee Harbour, 
where we sometimes encounter Weddell seals sunning themselves. This is another great spot for a hike or a 
Zodiac cruise. It’s a fitting place to reflect on a wonderful expedition. Charting a course for King George Island 
in early evening light, we enjoy a special dinner attended by the Captain of the ship.  
 
Day 11 / King George Island – return to Punta Arenas, Chile  
 
This morning we are anchored off King George Island. We say goodbye to our crew and transfer ashore by 
Zodiac and time permitting, we will explore the surrounding area. There are several important science bases 
here including Chile’s Frei Station and Bellingshausen Station. We are transferred to the airstrip for the two-
hour flight to Punta Arenas in southern Chile (this flight is included in the price of your voyage). We 
recommend you spend a night in Punta Arenas in the event of any delays returning from Antarctica today. On 
arrival, a transfer is provided to several hotel locations downtown. Punta Arenas is an interesting city – and 
also the gateway to the magnificent region of Patagonia.   
 
New for 2017/18 – We include a complimentary hotel night in Punta Arenas at the end of the voyage for all 
guests returning from King George Island. This evening is at your leisure. Punta Arenas is home to some cozy 
restaurants, cafes and bars – including the historic ‘Shackleton Bar’ at the Hotel Jose Nogueira – a fitting 
location to reflect on your journey to Antarctica. 

Day 12 / Punta Arenas 

After a leisurely breakfast, check-out, make your own way to the airport for your onward journey. (We 
recommend you book flights after midday). Otherwise, why not continue your exploration of Patagonia. Just a 
few hours north, lies the celebrated Torres del Paine National Park – home to towering peaks, glaciers and 
spectacular wilderness - a paradise for hikers and nature lovers. 
 
About our Itinerary: Polar exploration can be unpredictable, which regularly causes variations to our 
itineraries. Specific sites visited will depend on prevailing weather and ice conditions at the time of sailing. The 
above itinerary should be read as a 'guide only' and may change. The ship's Captain in conjunction with the 
Expedition Leader continually review the sailing plan throughout the voyage, making adjustments to the 



 
 

 

itinerary along the way to take advantage of optimal weather and ice conditions or to maximize our encounters 
with wildlife. Decades of experience spent exploring these waterways mean we have a large number of 
outstanding landing sites and Zodiac cruising locations to consider, even when the weather conditions may 
not be ideal or when heavy ice may block out a planned route. A flexible approach is something we encourage 
you to bring to the ship. 
 
 
Before you Book – Important Voyage Details 
 
Proof of our Polar Commitment – When travelling with One Ocean Expeditions, you will discover how much 
we care about the places and people we visit. We demonstrate this by finding ways to give back as well as 
taking away so many incredible memories. For more information on our commitment to responsible tourism, 
please review our document entitled, “Our Environmental Commitment”. 
 
Medical Documentation – Once you have booked your voyage to the Polar Regions, you will be required to 
complete a Medical Information Form. This form must be completed, signed and returned to One Ocean 
Expeditions no later than 90 days prior to departure. 
 
Passport – Well before traveling, please ensure you have a current passport with an accurate photo, valid for 
at least six months after your scheduled return flight home. Also check that your airline tickets are in exactly 
the same name as your passport. Some countries may require you to have a return air ticket or sufficient 
funds to purchase such a ticket. 
 
Budgeting – It is a good idea to bring along some $US cash. There are some onboard expenses such as 
those incurred at the bar, in our gift shop and for satellite communication via email or phone. There may also 
be an opportunity during the voyage to purchase postcards and souvenirs should we visit a science base.  
 
Clothes – We do not need to tell you it is cold in Antarctica. So make sure you come prepared with clothes 
that will adequately protect you from the weather and wet conditions (sea spray is common onboard Zodiacs). 
Expensive specialty gear is not required, but you should have warm, waterproof clothing available upon your 
arrival in Punta Arenas and Stanley. Please read the One Ocean Expeditions Pre-departure Information for 
more details about what to bring on the journey. Windproof and waterproof outer weather gear as well as 
expedition gumboots are included in the price of your voyage. This saves you from having to bring heavy 
clothing and boots from home. Details of this gear can be found in your pre-departure information.  
 
Onboard – Like the weather, sea conditions can also be unpredictable. Rough waters are not uncommon in 
this part of the world. You will be safe and comfortable aboard with your experienced crew in control of our 
ship, but you may suffer the effects of motion sickness, unless you have taken precautions. We recommend 
visiting your doctor prior to departure for medication that can help you avoid this easily treated condition. 
 
Gratuities – We suggest you allow the equivalent of $US10 - $US15 a day for gratuities for the crew and 
expedition staff. This is usually collected just prior to the end of the cruise. Gratuities are at your discretion.   
 
Sea Kayaking – If you have some experience sea kayaking and are interested in doing this activity during the 
expedition, you will need to book this option prior to departure from home. We cannot book this activity once 
onboard. There is a separate document for sea kayakers that you will need to review beforehand. It’s 
important you have some prior paddling experience. If you are unsure, speak to your booking agent or contact 
us to discuss.  
 
Embarkation Protocol – Guests will meet at a central point in Punta Arenas and transfer to the airport for the 
scheduled flight to Stanley. A transfer from the airport to Stanley is included. On the afternoon of embarkation 
in Stanley, a One Ocean Expeditions representative will accompany the group to the ship. Full details of 



 
 

 

embarkation/disembarkation procedures will be supplied with your final documentation. Once onboard, you 
will be participating in an obligatory lifeboat drill. We will also conduct important briefings on landing 
procedures and Zodiac operations. 
 
Travel Insurance – On all One Ocean Expeditions’ voyages, you must have comprehensive travel insurance. 
Your own domestic government medical insurance and private health care plans will not cover you in most 
overseas countries. Your travel agent can recommend a policy designed to cover participants on these 
cruises. Your policy must provide coverage for your medical costs in case of hospitalization, emergency travel 
and repatriation. We require that you obtain adequate insurance before joining the voyage. Cancellation 
insurance is also recommended.  
 
Please check the terms of your policy carefully, particularly with regard to limits of cover (i.e. replacement of 
photographic equipment, baggage loss, claims procedure, costs due to airline delays etc). Also ensure you 
are familiar with the procedure for making claims (for example, most policies stipulate that claims must be 
made within a certain time after completion of your journey). Once you have paid your deposit or full 
payment, certain fees will apply if you have to cancel your holiday (see the cancellation provisions in our 
terms and conditions). For this reason, you should take out insurance at the time of paying your deposit, 
which should then protect you in such a situation.   
 
Visas – You will need a valid passport with you throughout the journey. Some nationalities will be required to 
pay a visitor fee (known as a ‘reciprocity fee’) for entering both Chile (and neighbouring Argentina). The 
Chilean ‘reciprocity fee’ can be paid on arrival in Santiago. The Argentine ‘reciprocity fee’ MUST be arranged 
online, prior to arriving in Argentina. If you plan any side trips to other countries, you will need to investigate 
visa requirements, as it is your responsibility to ensure you have all required visas for your trip. Rules and 
regulations governing the issuance of visas are constantly changing and vary for different nationalities. You 
should check visa requirements with your travel agent or relevant consular authority well before travelling. 
 
The information provided here is given in good faith and has been compiled with all reasonable care. However, some of the information 
may become out of date. Please keep this in mind and check with us if you want to be sure about anything. The document was correct 
at time of printing but you can check online for the most up to date version. If you have any queries, please contact your travel agent or 
our staff. We are here to help you! 
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